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FINITELY GENERATED FREE GROUPOIDS 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Research for this paper began with an investiga­
tion of the various, seemingly disparate, classes of objects 
enumerated by the formula Sj^ = k = 1,2,3,... .
Many of the collections counted by this formula are essen­
tially different (See Chapter IX.); hence it seemed worth­
while to try to unify these by means of a single algebraic 
structure. Because of the apparent complexity of structure 
exhibited by certain of the types of objects enumerated by 
Sj^, the simplicity of the following result (a corollary to 
Theorems 3.1 and 4.16) was unexpected.
If, for each positive integer k, Sj^ is 
a set containing Sj^ = elements, with
C! — iÀ f AS. Q S . = 0  for i ^ j, and if S = (J S., then a 
 ^ i=l
binary operation * can be defined on S such that
<S,*> is a free groupoid, freely generated by S^ . 
The lack of structure for this unifying system was 
initially disappointing in light of the somewhat complex 
examples which illustrate it. Resulting from this, however,
1
2was the discovery that inherent within the free groupoid is 
much additional structure, definable in terms of the given 
operation (See Chapter VI.). Consideration of the various 
applications of the formula for Sj^ also led to Theorem 5.5, 
which yields an interesting alternate definition of the fi­
nitely generated free groupoid.
It seems appropriate to consider first a short his­
tory of the occurrences of the combinatorial formula given 
above since, as has been indicated, it is from within these 
examples that many of the following ideas came to life.
In this work a distinction is made between propo­
sitions and theorems. Those assertions which are considered 
more significant or which are referred to frequently are 
called theorems; others are called propositions.
CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF THE COMBINATORIAL FORMULA, 8^ =
In this brief survey of the different settings in 
which the given formula has occurred, an effort has been made 
to credit each problem to its original proposer or solver. 
However, it should be noted that many of these problems have 
been rediscovered many times throughout the literature, and 
a compilation of references to all of these has not seemed 
feasible. (See [6] for an attempt at this by W. G. Brown.)
Apparently the formula for Sj^ was first used to 
count the number of different ways in which a convex polygon 
of k+1 sides (k > 2) may be divided into triangles by the in­
sertion of k-2 (non-intersecting) diagonals. This problem 
seems to have been posed originally by L. Euler who gave, 
without proof, the numbers S2, s^»..., Sg [34]« The proof 
was supplied by J. A. deSegner [33] in a paper first published 
in the Petersburg Transactions. E. Lucas [22] credits Segner 
with the recurrence relation Sj^ = s^s^ ^ + SgS^ 2 "*" * * '
s, ,s, for k > 2 where s, is defined to be 1. Both Brown k-1 1 — 1
[5], [6] and Lucas [22] attribute to Euler [15] the discovery 
of the formula s^ = In constructing these diag-
onalizations of a polygon it is assumed that the vertices, 
hence also the edges, are distinguishable. This distinction 
may be accomplished by identifying in some manner an arbi­
trary but fixed vertex or edge. As an example, the two dif-
3
ferent diagonalizations of a quadrilateral can be illus­
trated as in Figure 2.1.
-# o-
Figure 2.1.
E. T. Bell [3] and E. Netto [26] credit E. Catalan 
[8] with first showing that Sj^ is the number of different 
products of k factors, taken in a fixed order, in a non- 
associative, non-commutative algebra. Catalan also noted 
the equivalence of this problem to that of Euler mentioned 
above. Lucas [22], pages 489-490, describes a simple one- 
to-one correspondence, between the set of dissections of an 
n-gon into triangles and the set of ways of associating n-1 
factors, which he credits to a private communication from 
Elie Perrin.
X. M. H. Etherington [14] shows the result, similar
to Catalan* s, that s^ is the number of possible interpréta-
tions of the power x in a general non-commutative, non-as-
sociative algebra. A related question, solved by J. H.
Wedderburn [36] in a slightly different form, is to find the
k
number of possible different interpretations of x in a com­
mutative, non-associative algebra.
The next application of the formula for Sj^ occurred 
in the problem of counting trees, i.e., connected planar 
graphs without circuits. (The reader unfamiliar with the
5basic definitions of elementary graph theory is referred to 
Chapters 1, 2 and 4 of [28].) Study and enumeration of trees 
began in 1857 with A. Cayley [9] who said that he was led to 
consideration of these structures by the researches of J. J. 
Sylvester concerning the changes of the independent variables 
in the differential calculus.
Following [21] we define a plane tree as a tree 
which is embedded in the plane (with no two distinct edges 
intersecting) and a planted plane tree as a plane tree in 
which a vertex of degree 1 has been distinguished as the root. 
Two planted plane trees are said to be map-isomorphic if there 
exists an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the plane 
which maps one onto the other in such a manner that the roots 
correspond. In [21] it is shown that the number of non-map- 
isomorphic planted plane trees having k > 2 vertices is s^^^. 
Cayley [10] demomstrated that s^ is also the number of non­
may-isomorphic planted, trivalent (every vertex of degree 1 
or 3)> plane trees having 2k-2 vertices or k terminal vertices 
(vertices of degree 1). A one-to-one correspondence is given 
in [21] between the set of planted plane -^ rees having k ver­
tices and the set of planted trivalent plane trees having k 
terminal vertices.
W. J. Growney in [19] exhibits a one-to-one corres­
pondence between the set of planted trivalent plane trees and 
the class B of binary sequences which is defined thus:
If b = b^b2...b ,^ b^ € [0,1], for i = 1,2,...,k.
6then b € B if and only if
(i) k > 2 ,
(11) = 1, and
(111) for each j 6 [2,3,..»,k-1), the number of I's
In b.bg...b. never exceeds the number of O's,“ o J
but In ^x^2***^k number of, I's exceeds the 
number of O's by 2.
Elements of B of a given length can also be enumerated by ap­
plying the results of W. A. Whitworth, given below. The number 
of sequences of length 2k Is found to be s^ for k = 1,2,... .
A one-to-one correspondence between the set of plant­
ed trivalent plane trees with k+1 terminals and the set of dis­
tinct ways of combining k factors. In a given order. In a non- 
assoclatlve, non-commutative algebra Is given by Porder In [17].
In 1878 Whitworth [37] showed that s^ ^^  ^Is the total 
number of routes from the origin (0,0) to the point (k,k) In 
the Cartesian plane which do not go above the line y = x and 
which consist of k horizontal paces and k vertical paces, each 
one unit In length. Whitworth actually solved a generaliza­
tion of the stated problem, by showing that the total number 
of suph routes from (0,0) to (m,n), m > n, which do not cross 
the diagonal line Is •
J. Bertrand [4] In I887 published a solution to the 
following problem:
Suppose two candidates P and Q obtain, respect­
ively, p and q votes In an election (p > q). If the
7votes are counted in random order, what is the 
probability that the winning candidate holds the 
lead throughout the counting?
This is the classical "ballot problem" and s^^^ occurs in 
the special case p — k+1, q = k, k any non-negative integer, 
as the number of ballot sequences in which candidate Q is 
always behind his opponent P in the counting.
If we make the observatiqn, in the problem of 
Whitworth, that s^ ^^  ^also counts the number of routes from 
(0,0) to (k+l,k) which do not touch the diagonal, then we 
may solve the ballot problem by using the result of Whitworth 
and by associating a horizontal unit with a vote for P and a 
vertical unit with a vote for Q. We then have a one-to-one 
correspondence between the set of admissible routes from 
(0,0) to (k+l,k) and the set of all ballot sequences of 
length 2k+1 in which candidate P holds the lead throughout 
the counting.
One finds that Sj^ or s^ j^^  occurs in the solution 
to each of the following problems —  all similar in that 
each, like the ballot problem, can be solved immediately by 
appropriately applying the result of Whitworth.
(1) A man drinks in random order k > 0 glasses of wine 
and k glasses of water (all of equal volume); show 
that the odds are k to one against his never having 
drunk throughout the process more wine than water.
(Educational Times, June, I878, question 5669.) [37].
8(2) In how maoy orders can k positive units and k nega­
tive units be arranged so that the sum to any num­
ber of terms may never be negative? [13] and [37]*
(3) If we take the non-negative half of an ordinary
number line and place a marker at 0, in how many 
ways may the marker make 2k moves, each one unit 
in length, which return it to its starting point? 
[13].
(4) Given k+1 letters of one kind and k letters of 
another kind, in how many ways can they be arranged 
so that, moving along the arrangement from one end 
to the other, the number of letters of the first 
kind passed over is greater than the number of the 
second kind at any instant? [18] and [20].
(5) In how many ways can one order 2k numbers, all 
different, with k in each of two horizontal rows, 
in such a manner that the numbers are always in­
creasing from left to right and from top to bottom? 
(This is the "Problème des deux files de soldats" 
of Lucas [22], page 86.)
(6) For each natural number k, what is the number of 
sequences pf 2k-1 consecutive positive integers 
which begin and end with 1? (This problem, and (7) 
also, is due to this author and while each may, out 
of this context, appear to be an interesting prob­
lem, in this setting it is trivial.)
9(7) For each natural number k, what Is the number of 
(strictly) increasing sequences [*1**2»»»«**%] of 
k positive integers such that a^ = 1 and a^ < 2(j-l) 
for each j 6 (2,3,...,k}?
In [24], T. Motzkin gives the following definition; 
Let F be a function of k arguments that is (i) almost symmet­
ric (F becomes F or -^F for every permutation of the arguments)
2kand (ii) such that the ( |^ ) functions of any k from among 2k
arguments a^^, a^ ,^ *21» *22* • • • > *kl* *k2 ***® independent. 
(An example of such an F is given in [23].) We then define 
the function ratio of the k pairs of arguments, in the given 
order as G ^^*lr » • * * > *kr where X = ^  rj and the
product extends over the 2k possible systems r^,...,r^.
Motzkin proceeds to show that the number of independent func­
tion ratios that can be formed of 2k arguments is In
his proof he sets up a one-to-one correspondence between the 
set of independent function ratios for a function F of k ar­
guments, satisfying (i) and (ii), and the set of ways of 
joining 2k distinguishable points on a circle by k non-inter­
secting chords. He then shows the number of ways of doing
1 2kthe latter to be ]j:^ ( “ ®k+l* ^ similar result is ob­
tained by J. Touchard as a special case in [35].
As part of a somewhat confusing history of the for­
mula for s ,^ in [2] we find mention that s^ gives the number 
of rhyming schemes for stanzas of a certain length when suita- 
able conditions are imposed. This author was unable to find
10
other references to this claim in the literature and has
independently formulated the following:
Given a stanza of k lines, we shall define a
rhyme scheme as a partition of { 1 , 2 , into i
subsets, 1 < i < k, each subset being called a
rhymipg set. In the manner of G. Puttenham [30],
each rhyme scheme may be represented pictorially by
listing the labelled lines in order, e.g.,  ^ ____
2 ----
k-1 ----
k ----
and then connecting, by means of arcs drawn to the 
right of the lines, each line to the nearest line 
following it those number belongs to the same ele­
ment of the partition. Call a rhyme scheme planar 
if this pictorial representation, called a Putten­
ham diagram, can be drawn without crossing of arcs.
For example, if k = 4, the rhyme scheme { {1,4}, 
{2,3} } with Puttenham diagram  ^ \  is planar
4
while { {1,3}, {2,4} } is not planar. It will later 
be seen that the number of planar rhyme schemes 
for stanzas of k lines is
Information Theory also contains a class of objects —  
in particular, a collection of binary codes —  enumerated by Sj^, 
However, in order to make the result we wish to state meaning­
ful, we need some preliminary definitions adapted from [1] and
11
[16].
Let S as [a^,...,aq} be any finite set of sym­
bols. Then any mapping of the set of all finite 
sequences of elements of S into the set of finite 
sequences,of elements of X = [0,1] is called a bi­
nary code, S is the source alphabet and X the code 
alphabet. A binary block code is a code which maps 
each symbol of S into a fixed binary sequence, 
lihages of the elements of S are called code words.
A block code is said to be non-singular if all the
code words are distinct. If X. = x. x. ...x is
^ ^1 2^ ^m
a code word, then any sequence x x * x. , where
^1 ^2 ij
i < 3 < m, is called a prefix of the code word X^ .
A non-singular binary code is said to be instan­
taneous if no complete word of the code is a pre­
fix of some other code word. We will call an in­
stantaneous binary code C complete if the set of
code words of C is not properly contained in the 
set of code words of any other instantaneous binary 
code.
Fano [16], page 66, describes informally a one-to 
one correspondence between the collection of complete instan­
taneous binary codes having k 2 words and the set of planted 
trivalent plane trees having k+1 terminal vertices. By virtue
of the correspondence indicated by Fano, we are able to stats
that s^^ 2^ is the number of distinct complete instantaneous 
binary codes of k words, k > 2. (Two binary codes will be
12
considered distinct if there is a code word of one which is 
not a code word of the other.)
In Chapters VII and VIII we shall return to a num­
ber of these examples to illustrate the properties of a free 
groupoid with a single generator. In Chapter IX it is shown 
that, although similar, in some significant sense many of these 
examples are essentially different.
CHAPTER III 
BASIC DEFINITIONS
Often following Bruck [7], pages 1-8. we adopt the 
following definitions. By a binary operation also called 
a product, on the (non-empty) set G, we mean a (single-valued) 
mapping * from some (possibly empty) subset of GxG into G. 
If (a,b) € R^, we shall write *ab for the image of (a,b) under 
* and if c = *ab, c will be referred to as the product of 
a and b. Use of the prefix notation *ab, rather than the more 
usual infix notation a*b, enables us to avoid the use of par­
entheses in associating products. For example, we have **abc 
instead of (a*b)*c and *a*bc in place of a*(b*c).
A halfgroupoid <G,*> is an algebraic system consist­
ing of a non-empty set G and a binary operation * on G. If 
<G,*> is a halfgroupoid, and H is a non-empty subset of G, 
then is a subfaalfgroupoid of <G,*> provided >
is a halfgroupoid such that the domain R„ of is a subset of
H
R^  n (HxH) with *ab = *gab whenever (a,b) € R^ . Henceforth
H
we shall denote the operation in a subhaIfgroupoid simply 
by *.
A groupoid is a halfgroupoid <G,*> such that *ab 
is defined and in G for all a,b € 6. A subgroupoid of a 
halfgroupoid <G,*> is a groupoid <H,*> which is a subhalf- 
groupoid of <G,*>. For convenience, in the following we will 
usually refer to the groupoid or halfgroupoid <G,*> simply 
by Go
13
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If H is a sublxalfgroupoid of the halfgroupoid 6
then H is closed in G if ^ f\ (HxH). We shall say that
H
H generates G if and only if the only closed subhalfgroupoid 
of G containing H as a subhalfgroupoid is G itself.
A homomorphism 0 of a halfgroupoid G into(onto) a 
ha,lf groupoid K is a single-valued mapping of G into (onto) K 
such that *gab = c in G implies j^^ 0a0b = 0c in K. (Here 0x 
denotes the image of x ^ G under 0, while and denote 
the respective operations in G and K.) An isomorphism 0 of 
G onto K is a one-to-one homomorphism of G onto K such that
0*~^  is a homomorphism of K onto G.
We say that a halfgroupoid G is free over a sub- 
halfgroupoid H of G if for every groupoid K and homomorphism
0 of H into K, 0 can be extended to a homomorphism of G into
K. G is freely generated by H if G is both free over and 
generated by H. We note that every halfgroupoid H freely 
generates a groupoid G, unique to within isomorphism ([17], 
page 4, Theorem 1.1.).
If G is a groupoid for which there exists a non­
empty subset B of G which freely generates G, then G is
called free and B is a free basis of 6. Existence of free 
groupoids is assured by the theorem of Bruck stated above 
since any non-empty set may be regarded as a halfgroupoid 
with no products defined.
The following (from [7], page 4) is a useful neces­
sary and sufficient condition that a groupoid G be freely gen­
erated by a given subhalfgroupoid H of G; if a ^ G, a ^ H,
15
then a = *bc for one and only one ordered pair b,c in 6.
If a » *bc in a halfgroupoid 6 , then we say that
b and c divide a in G. An element of 6 is prime in G if it 
has ro divisors in G. A (finite or infinite) sequence [a^] 
of elements a^ , ag,... of G is a divisor chain of G if each 
member a^^^ divides the preceding member a^  ^in G. A divisor 
chain [a^] is finite over a subhalfgroupoid H of G if there 
exists an integer k such that a^ € H whenever i > k; the chain 
has length n over H if n is the least such integer. A 
groupoid G is free if and only if every divisor chain in G 
is finite; moreover if G is free then G has one and only one 
free basis, namely the set of all primes in G ([7], page 6). 
The rank of a free groupoid G is the cardinal number of its 
unique free basis; if this is finite, G is said to be finite­
ly generated.
If G is any countably infinite set, any finite
subset B of G can be selected and a product * defined in G
so that G is a free groupoid with basis B. Although this is 
a consequence of the aforementioned theorem of Bruck, a con­
structive proof is given below.
Proposition 3.1. If G « {.61*62* * * * 3 is a countably in- 
fdLnite set of distinct elements and if B = (^ 2*62*° 
for an arbitrary but fixed positive integer n, then a pro­
duct * can be defined in G so that <G,*> is a free groupoid 
with free basis B.
Proof t Since G is in one-to-one correspondence with the set 
of positive integers, it is without loss of generality
16
that we assume 6 to be totally well-or4ered in the manner 
given* A total well-ordering can be induced on GxG by de­
fining (g^fgj) < (gj^ ,gjj) if and only if i+j < k+m with i < k
if i+j = k+m. If we define *: GxG --> G by (i) sCg^fgi) =
®n+l (ii) if (g^fgj) has predecessor (gj^,gjj^) in the
ordering, then *(g^ ,gj.) = g^ if and only if = g^ i,
then * is seen to be an injective mapping with range G - B. 
The desired conclusion follows. Q
CHAPTER IV
PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND COUNTING THEOREMS
For any object y, let <Y,*> be a free groupoid with 
basis {y}. An immediate consequence of the preceding results 
on free groupoids is:
if z € Y then either z = y or there exist unique
z^fZg € Y such that z = «z^z^.
In order to avoid cumbersome terminology and notation, we 
will in the following consider * both as a mapping and the
name for the mapping. Similarly y will be treated both as
an object and a symbol denoting the object. This identifica­
tion of name and object will be referred to as the canonical 
identification and, in each case, context should make the 
usage clear.
Definition 4.1. Let 1 be the mapping, from Y to the set J_^_ 
of positive integers, defined by
(4.1.1) X(y) = 1 and
(4.1.2) if z = fz^Zg, ^ then X(z) = X(zj) + X(z2).
X(z) is called the length of z. Since factorization in Y
is unique and every divisor chain of Y is finite and termi­
nates with y, X is a well-defined mapping whose domain is 
indeed Y.
Proposition 4.2. The range of X is
Proof; By induction on X(z). By the preceding definition,
1 belongs to the range of X. Suppose n belongs to the range 
of V for some n € J^ « Choose z € Y such that X(z) «= n. Then
17
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*zy € Y and \i*zy) = X(z) + \(y) = n + 1. Q
Corollary 4.2a. For z € Y, X(z) *= 1 if and only if z = y.
If z = *1^2”  **k  ^string of k symbols (k €
each of which is either * or y, then for each j € {1,2,...,k} 
let N(j,*,z) be the number of occurrences of * in the initial 
j symbols of z and let N(j,y,z) be the number of occurrences 
of y among the first j symbols of z. We see that N(j,*,z) + 
H(j,y,z) = j, for j = 1,2,...,k. It is now possible to state 
the following characterization of the members of Y.
Theorem 4«3» If z € Y, then z is the concatenation of 2x(z)-l 
symbols, each of which is either * or y. Moreover, for each 
j Ç {1,2,ooo,2X(z)-2} we have N(j,y,z) < N(j,*,z) while 
N(2X(z)-l,y,z) = N(2X(z)-l,*,z) + 1. Conversely, if z = 
^l*2’”’*k with z^ € {*,y} for each i € {1,2,,00,k}, and if 
for each j € {1,2,.,,,k-l} we have N(j,y,z) < N(j,*,z) with 
N(k,y,z) = N(k,*,z) + 1, then z € Y.
Proofs Let z € Y, We prove the first assertion by induction 
on X(z)o If X(z) = 1, then z = y and all of the stated con­
ditions are satisfied for, in that case, we have k = 1, 
N(k,y,z) = 1 and N(k,*,z) = 0, If X(z) > 1 then z ^ y and 
there exist unique z^,Zg € Y such that z = az^Zg. Since 
X(zj) < X(z), XCzg) < X(z), we may employ the induction hy­
pothesis for and Zg. It is readily seen that if the con­
clusions hold for z^  and z^ then each also holds for Sz^Zg.
Conversely, let z = z^Z2*'«z^ , with z^ € {*,y} 
for each i € {l,2,..,,k} and suppose that for each j €
19
[l,2,...,k-l} we have N(j,y,z) < N(j,*,z) with N(k,y,z) * 
N(k,*,z) + 1. This last equation together with N(k,y,z) + 
N(k,*;z) = k implies k is odd. We will prove the desired re­
sult by induction on k* = (k+l)/2. If k' = 1 then k = 1 and 
since N(k,y,z) = 1, N(k,*,z) = 0, it must be that z = y € Y.
If k' > 1 then k > 1 and [l,2,...,k-l] ^ 0. Let j be the 
least member of [l,2,...,k-l) such that N(j,*,z) = N(j,y,z)j 
existence of such a j is assured by the hypothesis. Also 
by virtue of the stated condition, we know z^  = *. Consider 
z' = and z" = Zj^^Zj^2'"'Zk° Since z satisfied the
given specifications, so must zf and z" . By the induction hy­
pothesis they are in Y. Thus z = *z'z" is also in Y. Q
Hence we have that a string of k symbols (k S J^ ) 
is an element of Y if and only if k is odd, each symbol is 
either * or y and, reading from left to right, the number of 
y's encountered never exceeds the number of *'s until the 
final symbol is reached, and the total number of y's exceeds 
the total number of *'s by one. In the following, when we 
write an expression such as z = z € Y we will
also mean that z^ € (*,y) for each i € {l,2,...,k} and that 
k = 2l(z) - 1, as above.
Corollary 4.3a. If z = z^z^»• • €  Y, then k is odd and z^ = 
y. If k > 1, then z^  = * and z^  ^»= y.
Corollary 4.3b. If z = z^z^» • •Zy^  € Y, where k > 1, then there 
exists a j € {1,2,..,,k-2} such that z^ — *, Zj^^ — Zj^^ “ 7» 
Corollary 4»3c. If z » z^Zg-' z^ € Y, then N(k,y,z) ** X(z).
20
Example 4.4. Theorem 4.3 and its corollaries give a con-
ver.ient way of recognizing and naming elements of Y and of
finding their length. For example, if z^ = *y*y*yy> Zg =
*yyy, z^ « ***7777r we see that z^fZg Ç Y, Zg ^ Y and 
X(?l) “ X(Zg) - 4.
The following concept of successor will be useful 
later (Chapter V) in obtaining a new characterization of a 
finitely generated free groupoid.
Definition 4.5. The element *yy of Y will be called the 
successor of y in Y and if z = *3^%^ Ç Y, z^fZg ç Y, then a
successor of z in Y is any element of Y of the form Sz^Zg or
where is a successor of in Y and z^ is a successor 
of Zg in Y. If z* is a successor of z in Y we will call z a 
predecessor of z*.
Examples of successors and predecessors are de­
ferred until their existence is established and a method is 
obtained (Proposition 4.8) for finding all the successors and 
predecessors of a given element of Y.
Proposition 4.6. If z  ^Y, then z has a successor in Y.
Proof; By induction on x(z). If \(z) = 1, then z = y and 
*yy ( Y is a successor of z. Suppose that \(z) — n, n > 1, 
and that the proposition is true for all z ( Y with x(z) < n. 
Since z ^ y there exist z^,Z2 Ç Y such that z = *z^Z2. Now 
X(x^) < X(z) and, by the induction hypothesis, Zj^ has a suc­
cessor zj^ in Y. Then z' » Y and is a successor
of z. Q
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PropoBition 4.7* For z g Y, if z' is a aucceBsor of z in T 
then x(z«) - X(z) + 1.
Proof; By induction on l(z). 0
Proposition 4.8. If z » Zi*2"'"*k  ^^ then, for each j ç 
[ 1 , 2 , such that Zj — y, the element z* = z^...Zj 
*yZjZj^j^,.z^ is a successor of z in Y.
Proofs By induction on \(z). If \(z) - 1, then z « y and 
z* = *yy is a successor of z in Y. Suppose then z to be such 
that x(z) — n, n > 1 and that the proposition is tru6 for all 
elements of Y having length less than n. There exist unique 
*1**2  ^^ such that z « *z^Zg with xCz^) < s, xCz^) < n. By 
applying the induction hypothesis and the definition of suc­
cessor, we reach the desired conclusion. Q 
Corollary 4»8a. If z g Y, z y, then z has a predecessor 
in Y.
Proof g If z " ^1^2****k *i € [*,y} for each i ç
[l>2,...,k}) then, by Corollary 4.3b, there must exist a j 
in (1,2,•..,k-2} such that Zj - *, Zj^^ = *j+2 * F" By the 
preceeding proposition, z is a successor of z - z^...Zj ^Zj^^
... z • Q
Corollary 4.8b. If z ( Y has x( z )  = n, then z has exactly n 
distinct successors.
Proofs By Proposition 4.8 and Corollary 4.3c, z has at least 
n successors. That this is the exact number follows fros thé 
definitions of successor and length, by mathematical in<luctiqn<
0
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Example 4.9. Applying Proposition 4.8 and Corollary 4.8b, 
we find the list of successors of *y*yy in Y to be: **yy*yy,
*y**yyy, and *y*y*yy.
Example 4.10. Although Corollary 4.8a indicates that if z g 
Y, z ^ y, then z has a predecessor in Y» we do not have a 
formula for the number of predecessors of z. Elements such 
as *yy, **yyy, ***yyyy and ****yyyyy have unique predecessors. 
However **yy*yy has 2 predecessors, ***yy*yy*yy has 3 prede­
cessors, ****yy*yy*yy*yy has 4 predecessors and, in general, 
an element of Y of the form **...**yy*yy . . . *yv has k pre-
k-1 ■*s k *yy’ s
decessors for each positive integer k.
If we denote by the set of successors of z in Y, 
then we can state
Proposition 4.11. For z^,Zg € Y, if ^ Zg, then ^ .
Proof: The conclusion clearly holds if \(z^) ^ ^ (zg) for
then S and S have different numbers of elements. If 
1^ *2
X(zj^ ) = xCz^) “ 1, then z^ = Zg = y and the hypothesis can­
not be satisfied. Suppose then that z^  ^^ and x(z^ )^ =
^(zg) > 1. There exist unique z^ ,^ z^ g, *21* *22  ^^ such
that z^ = **11*12* *2 “ **21*22" must be that z^^ ^ z^^
or z^2 ^ ^22* without loss of generality we éuppose the former, 
So. } U  and
\  = (*=21*22: U [**21*21: *22 «
*11 * *21' [**11*12: n (**21*22: *22 ^
If we suppose that S = S , then for each z,, Ç S , tb©Zi rg *22
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preceding sentence implies **21^22  ^^**11*12 ' *11  ^® }*
_ _ 11 
Hence there exists in such that **21*22 “ **11*12'
and thus z_, € S . Similarly if z,« € S , then the empty 
zi *11 I* *12
intersection implies there exists z_, € S such that *z,,z,_« A %2 ^
= **21^22 thus *11 € ^2 * not both of the statements
z., € S and z_, € S can be true. This contradiction11 *21 21 Zjj
Implies S S . Q
*1 *2
Thus we see that an element of T is uniquely de­
termined by its set of successors. Given any successor set 
we may find z by finding the set of predecessors for each 
element of and by taking their intersection.
Definition 4.12. If z = *i*2*"*^k € Y (with z^ € [*,y] for
each i € {1.2,...,k}) then z. =z.z.,.»-«z., , where j 6' j,r J j+1 j+r*
(1,2,...,k}, r € (0,l,...,k-j], will be called a component of
z if and only if z. € Y.
J > ~
Proposition 4*13. If z = *i*2****k  ^ then for each j € 
(1,2*...,k} there exists a unique t € £0,1,.«.,k-j} such that 
ZjZj^^'»*Zj^p is a component of z. This string will be called 
the .ith component of _z and denoted Z y
Proof; By induction on X(z). Since the assertion is trivi­
ally true for z = y, suppose that z € Y has X(z) > 1 and that 
the proposition is true for all z* having l(z') < i(z). Since 
there exist unique t^ftg in Y such that z = *^1^ 2* con­
clusion holds for j = 1. For each j € {2,3,...,2l(z) - 1} 
existence of an r € (0,l,...,2l(z)- 1 - j}, such that ZjZj^^** 
«*Zj^^ is a component of z, is assured by the induction
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hypothesis, applied to t^ and t2. The uniqueness of this com­
ponent follows from Theorem 4.3. D
Proposition 4.14. If z = '' k^  ^^ &zid if j € (1,2,
is chosen so that z. = y, then either z. , = * or there exists3 3-1
a unique component z of z such that z , = * and z = z, .. z ,m m— 1 1 m— 1
=mZj"'"Zk'
Proof: By induction on l(z). Q
If we let n^  ^be the number of elements in the set 
= (z : z € Y, X(z) = k}, for each positive integer k, we 
can pro e the following theorems, anticipated in a preceding 
chapter.
Proposition 4-. 15. n^ = 1, and for k > 1, n^ = ) nun^
i=l
Proof: Since = (y), we have n^  = 1. If k > 1, then n^
is also the number of elements Ln : Xj^ ,X2  € Y,
X(zj) + ^(zg) s= k} . By an elementary counting principle, 
the number of pairs in with first term having length i 
and second term having length k-i is n^ n^^  hence the total 
number of elements in Zj^ is, as desired, ^  n^n^ Q
Theorem 4.16. n^ = for each positive integer k.
Proof : We will show that n^  ^= n^  ^for k > 1. Since
n^ = 1 and ~ the truth of the
desired formula follows by mathematical induction.
Suppose z = ZjZ^'^'z^ € (where k > 1 and
z^ € (*,y) for each i € (1,2,...,t)). By Theorem 4.3 the ele­
ments Z» = *i*"*^i_l*5^*i*i+r+l****t ~ *1* * **i-l*^i^
are in Y and, by Corollary 4.3c, they are in N^ .
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By ««an, of course, the ith component of z;
we will refer to z> and z", respectively, as the left and right
expansions of the ith component of z. Since, by Proposition
4.13, z has t = 2(k-l) -1 « 2k - 3 components, each element
of  ^yields 4k - 6 such elements of
On the other hand, if we can show that each element
of is obtained k times as a left or right expansion of
some component of some element of then we will have the
relationship k#n^ « (4k-6) n^  ^ as desired. Suppose z =
( k >  1 ) with z^ € £*,y} for each i € (1,2,..
••,t}. By Proposition 4*14, if j € £l,2,...,t} is chosen so
that z. = y, then either z = z,*'*z. „*yz. .•••z or there ex- 
J i- J —  ^ J-ri V
ists a unique component z^ of z such that z = z^ '*'z^  ^2*^m^*j+l 
•••z^. Hence z is the left expansion of the (j-l)st compo­
nent of z' = Zj^ « • •Zj_2*j+i* •  ^*^ k-l the right ex­
pansion of the (m-l)st component of z" =
Since N(t,y,z) = k, there are k choices of j for which Zj = y. 
Hence each z € is obtained exactly k times by left and
right expansions of components of elements of Q
H^l J 2k—2
Corollary 4.16a. If n^  = 1, then ) ®^i“k-i “ k-Tl )»
i=l
k = 2,3,4,»** »
Example 4.17* If k « 5 then n^ = 5 and Nj^ = £***yyyy,**y*yyy,
**yy*yy,*y**yyy, *y*y*yy}.
Proposition 4*15 suggests a procedure for finding 
all elements of Y of length k > 1, namely by finding all pro­
ducts ’'kere l(z^) + XCz^) * k. We consider below a
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means of generating the elements of Y of a given length with­
out a list of all the elements of shorter lengths. To accom­
plish this we will set up a one-to-one correspondence between 
the elements of and a class of sequences of positive integers 
of length k.
Let z € Y, X(z) « k > 0, and suppose z = *i*2**‘*2k-l 
where each z^ € £*>y)• Then z determines a (strictly) in­
creasing sequence .. .,aj^ ] of positive integers where
z_, ,z_, are the k occurrences of y in
2k-aj» Zk-ag, . . . *^2k-aj^
z, reading from right to left.
Proposition 4.18. a^  = 1 and a^ < 2(i-l) for i = 2,...,k.
Proof; Suppose a^ > 2(i-l) for some i 6 {2,.,.,k}. This 
tells us that the ith y in z, reading from right to left,
occurs to the left of a string of length at least 2(i-l).
Since this string contains exactly i-1 y's it must contain 
at least i-1 *'s. For-this to be so is a violation of Theo­
rem 4.3. By Corollary 4.3a, a^  = 1. Q
Proposition 4.19. If [a^,a2,...,a^] is an increasing se­
quence of k positive integers with a^  = 1 and with a^ < 2(i-l) 
for i — 2,3,...,k, then there exists and element z = z^Zg..
•**2k-l ^ length k such that ' '^ 2k-a^ ^
are the k occurrences of y in z.
Proof: Any sequence of k y's and k-1 *'s such that the
positions 2k-a^,...,2k-a^ of the y's satisfy a  ^= 1, a^ <
2(i-l) for i > 1 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.3 and
hence is in Y. Q
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Example 4.20. The element *y*yy of Y determines the sequence
[1,2,4] while the sequence [1,2,4,6] determines *y*y*yy € Y.
Propositions 4.18 and 4.19 have established a one-
oo
to-one correspondence between Y and P = (J p. where P, is
k=l ^
the collection of the sequences described above which have 
length k. More particularly we have demonstrated a one-to- 
one correspondence between and P^ .
It is now possible to define and ordering on P^ in 
the following way. If a = [a^,...,a^] and b = [b^,...,b^] 
are in P^ then a < b if and only if there is an i, 1 < i < k, 
such that a. < b. and a. = b. for j = 1,2,..,,i-1. Proposi-1 — X J J  0 7 7 »  f
tions 4»21 and 4.22 follow immediately.
Proposition 4.21. The relation < defines a linear order for 
Pj^ . That is
(i) for all a € Pj^, a < a,
(ii) if a < b and b < a, then a = b,
(iii) if a < b and b < c, then a < c,
(iv) for any pair a,b in P^ either a < b or b < a.
Proposition 4.22. If a € P^ , then [1,2,...,k] < a < [1,2,4,
a • s , 2 k— 2]»
Since P^ is finite, we know from Proposition 4.21 
that if a € P^ , a ^ [1,2,4,...,2k-2], then there exists a 
unique element 1(a) of P^ such that a < 1(a), a ^ l(a) and 
if b € Pjj, b^ a and a < b < l(a), then b = 1(a). Call 1(a) 
the immediate successor of a. It is possible to state 
Proposition 4.23. Let a = [a^,...,a^] 6 P^ and let j € [1,2, 
...,k} be the greatest integer for which a^ < 2j-2. Then
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[ oo»jâj 2 * f o••fsj+k—3+1  ^* l(&)«
Proposition 4.24. Let a = [1,2,...,k]. If I™(a) = I (l°^ ”^(a))
2 n^ -^1
for m>|, then a, 1(a), I (a),..., I (a) are all distinct and 
form the complete list of elements of Fj^e
Now let F be the mapping defined on P which associ­
ates with each a = [*1**2* ^k element z = z^Zg 
0.0 Z2k-1 *^ k such that
currences of y in z. As a direct consequence of all that we 
have developed following Theorem 4*16, we have
2k-a^* 0 0 , ^2k-a the k oc-
Theorem 4»25» Let a — [l,2,o..,k] ç P^ » Then F(a), F(l(a)), 
n. —1
, F(I ^ (a)) are all distinct and form the complete
list of elements of
Example 4*26» For k = 5 the complete ordered list of the I4 
elements of P^ and the corresponding list of elements of N^ 
are given below»
[1,2,3,4,51 ****Y7V77
[1,2,3,4,61 ***y*7777
[1,2,3,4,71 **y**yyyy
[1,2,3,4,81 *y***yyyy
[1,2,3,5,61 ***yy*yyy
[1,2,3,5,71 **y*y*yyy
[1,2,3,5,81 *j**y*Y77
[1,2,3,6,71 **yy**yyy
[1,2,3,6,81 *7*7**777
[1,2,4,5,61 ***777*77
[1,2,4,5,71 **7*77*77
[1,2,4,5,81 *7**77*77
[1,2,4,6,71 **77*7*77
[1,2,4,6,81 *7*7*7*77
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Little change is required in most of the preceding 
to adapt it to the more general case of the finitely gener­
ated free groupoid of rank n, for any positive integer n.
For example, if B = [71*72* "'"'^ n^  finite collection
of distinct objects and if <Y',*> is a free groupoid with 
basis B, we can state the following —  the omitted proofs in 
all cases being similar to those presented earlier.
Definition 4.1*» Let X be the mapping from Y’ to defined by 
(4.1.1') X(z) = 1 if and only if z is prime in Y',
(4.1.2») if z = *z^Zg, 21**2  ^ then X(z) = X(z^) + Xfzg).
X(z) is called the length of z.
As in our work with <Y,*>, we make use of the ca­
nonical identification of objects with their names and state 
the following characterization of elements in Y'.
Theorem 4.3'. If z € Y', then z is a string of 2X(z)-l sym­
bols, each of which is in {*} U B. Moreover, if N(j,B,z) is 
the number of occurrences of an element of B among the first 
j symbols of z and N(j,*,z) is the number of occurrences of * 
in the initial j symbols of z, we have N(j,B,z) < N(j,*,z) 
for each j € (1,2,...,2X(z)-2}, while N(2X(z)-l,B,z) = 
N(2X(z)-l,*,z) + 1. Conversely, if z = Zi*2***^k *ith z^ €
{*} U B for each i € [1,2,...,k}, and if for each j € [1,2,. 
..,k-l} we have N(j,B,z) < N(j,*,z) with N(k,B,z) = N(k,*,z)
+ 1, then z € Y'.
Definition 4.5'. Any element in S = [*y.y. ; y . € B}, y.y ^ u ^ J
€ B, will be called a successor of y^ in Y'. Also if z = ez^Zg, 
^1**2  ^I'* then a successor of z in Y' is any element of Y'
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of the form or *z^Zg where z I s  a successor of and
z^  is a successor of Zg, If z' is a successor of z in Y' we
will call z a predecessor of z'.
Proposition 4.6', If z € Y', then z has a successor in Y*. 
Proposition 4.7'. For z € Y', if z' is a successor of z in 
Y», then X(z‘) = l(z) + 1.
Proposition 4.8'. If z = € Y’ and if j €
is chosen so that z. = y. € B, then z' = z,«.z. .*y z.z.,,'*z,J 1 1 j-1 m 3 3+1 k
is a successor of z for any y^ € B.
Corollary 4»8a*. If z € Y - B, then z has a predecessor in Y*.
Corollary 4.8b*. If z € Y* and X(z) = k, then z has exactly
n»k successors in Y’, where n is the rank of Y'.
Example 4.9'. By Theorem 4*3' we recognize that, if Y' is
a free groupoid of rank 3 with basis B = then
*y^*y2y3 in Y'. Applying Proposition 4*8' and Corollary 
4.8b', we find the 9 successors of *yY*Y2y3 i*' Y' to be
»*y,yi*y2y3. **y2yi*y2yj, «'ya/i'y^yj. *yi**?iy2y3' *yi**y2^2^3’ 
2^3’ *yi*y2*j'2>'3> *yi*y2*y3^3-
If we denote by the set of successors of z in Y', 
then it is possible to state
Proposition 4.11*. For z^,Z2 € Y', if z^  ^ Zg* then ^ .
Definition 4.12'. If z = z^Zg'-'z^ € Y' with each z^  €
£♦3 U B, then Zj^^ = z^ z^ .^ *^ * *z^ .^ ,^ where j 6 £l,2,...,k},
r € £0,1, ..., k-3*} , will be called a component of z if and
only if Zj  ^€ Y ' .
Proposition 4.13*. With z as in the preceding definition, 
then for each j Ç £1,2,...,k} there exists a unique r €
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such that ^ component of z.
This string is called the jth component of and denoted zl.
Proposition 4.14'» For z as in Definition 4*13', if j €
( 1 , 2 , is chosen so that z . € B, then either z ._, = *
or there exists a unique factor z' of z such that z . = *m m— i
and z = ,2*z.«**z, «1 m— 1 m J Jc
With n^ as the number of elements in the set = 
(z s z € Y', X(z) *= k}, for each positive integer k, one can 
state the following counting theorems, both provable in a 
manner similar to their earlier counterparts.
Proposition 4*15'» If n € J, is the rank of the free group- 
oid Y‘, then nj^ = n and for k > 1, = y
Theorem 4*16°. n^ = for each positive integer k.
Corollary 4.16a*. If nj^ = n, then ^  ”^i“k-i ~ ^
i=l
for k ss 2^3^**® o
CHAPTER V
A NEW CHARACTERIZATION OF FREE GROÜPOIDS OF FINITE RANK
The successor concept, defined in Chapter IV, now 
provides for an alternate characterization of the finitely 
generated free groupoid.
For any non-empty set X, let P(X) denote the power 
set of X and let P^ (^X) be that subset of P(X) which contains 
all the k-element subsets of X. Then let A be the union of a 
countably infinite sequence (A^ } of non-empty, pairwise dis­
joint sets subject to the following conditions.
(S-l) Aj^ is in one-to-one correspondence with (l,2,...,n} 
for some natural number n.
(S-2) There exists an injective mapping S; A --» P(A)
such that if a € A ,^ then S(a) € P^(A^^^) and 
U S(a) = A. j .
a€Ak
S will be called a successor mapping and, for each a € A,
S(a) is the successor set of a. We note in passing the immed­
iate consequence of (S-l) and (S-2) that A^ is a finite set, 
for each positive integer i.
In the free groupoid <Y*,*> of Chapter TV, if we
define S': Y' --> P(Y') by S'(z) = S^ for each z in Y', then
{N^ } is a countable collection of non-empty, pairwise disjoint 
sets for which (S-l) and (S-2) are satisfied.
If, further, there exists a relation R  ^with domain 
AxA and range containing A - A.  ^compatible with the successor
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mapping as prescribed by the conditions below, then it can be 
shown (Proposition 5*4) that defines a single-valued mapping 
of AxA into A, In fact, <A,*^> is (Theorem 5*5) a free group­
oid of rank n with free basis A^ .^ Writing *^ab = c to mean 
((a,b),c) € R ,^ the conditions are, for a,b,c,d in As
(S-3) c = *^ab if and only if (*^a'b s a*€ S(a)} U 
C*^ab‘ Î b» € S(b)} = S(c).
(S-4) If {*^a'b s a* 6 S(a)} fl [«acd' s d' € S(d)} ^ 0,
then c € S(a) and b 6 S(d).
(S-5) If a € Aj then £*^a'b s a' € S(a)} and £*^ ba' •
a' € S(a)} each contain j*n distinct elements, for 
any b in A.
(S-6) If a,b € Aj with a ^ b, then £*^a'c s a' 6 S(a)} ^
[*^b’d Î b* € S(b)) and £* c^a' g a' € S(a)} ^
£*^ db' 5 b* 6 S(b)} for any c,d € A^, for any posi­
tive integer i.
Proposition 5.1. With S' as defined above, for each i 6 J^ , 
the operation * in the free groupoid <Y',*> of rank n satis­
fies the compatibility conditions (S-3) - (S-6).
Proofs (S—3) is a direct consequence of the definition of 
successor; (S-4) and (S-6) hold since * is an injective map­
ping; (S—5) follows from Corollary 4«8b' and the injectivity 
of *. 0
Proposition 5.2. For a,b € A, £*^a'b g a' € S(a)} 0 £*^ab' s 
b' 6 S(b)} = 0.
Proofs If the above intersection is non-empty, then (S-4)
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tells us that a € S(a) and b € S(b), both of which are im­
possible. {]
Proposition 5.3. If a 6 A^ , b € Aj, then *^ab € ^i+j*
Proofs If a € A_., b € A_., then (*ia'b : a»€ S(a)} contadLns 
■ ^ J *
n*i distinct elements and [*^ab' : b' € S(b)} contains n*j 
distinct elements. Since they are disjoint, their union con­
tains ni + nj » n(i+j) elements. But this union is S(*^ab), 
and the definition of the successor mapping requires us to 
conclude that *^ab € Q
Corollary 5.3a. The range of is A - A,.
Proposition 5.4. For a,b,c,d € A, *^ab = *^cd implies a = c 
and b = d.
Proof: If *^ab = *^cd then (*^a'b : a* € S(a)3 U l*^ ab' :
b« 6 S(b)} « l*^c'd : c« € S(c)} U {*y^ cd« : d« € S(d)}. Sup­
pose a € A_, b € Aj. If {*^a'b s a* € S(a)} f) : d« €
S(d)} ^ 0 then c € S(a) and b € S(d), hence c € A^^^, d € Sj 
Thus (*^c'd : c' € S(c)} contains n(i+l) elements, at least 
n of which must lie in (* a^b' ; b’ € S(b)} since {*^a*b ; 
a< € S(a)} contains only ni elements. But if {*^c'd ; c' € 
S(c)} n C*^ab» Î b* € S(b)} ^ 0 then a € S(c) and d 6 S(b), 
which is a contradiction. Thus we conclude {*^a*b ; a' € 
S(a)} n {♦^cd> Î d' € S(d)} = 0. Similar reasoning leads us 
also to conclude that £*j^ ab' : b* € S(b)} fl £*^c'd sc* € 
S(c)) ■» 0. Hence {*^a*b s a* € S(a)} » £*^c*d s d* € S(d)} 
and £*^ab* : b* € S(b)} « £*^cd* : d* € S(d)} from which it 
follows that c € A ,^ d € Aj. (S-6) then implies that a » c 
and b » d. Q
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Recalling that the number of elements in c A 
was specified as n, we can state, as a direct consequence of 
all the preceding
Theorem 5.5. <A,*.> is a free groupoid of rank n.
/ %k
Corollary 5.5a. The number of elements in Aj^  is 
for each natural number k.
CHAPTER VI
STRUCTURE INHERENT IN THE FINITELY GENERATED FREE GROUPOID
It has often been of Interest in mathematics to 
consider the problem of embedding a certain algebraic sys­
tem in other more restricted systems, i.e., in those satis­
fying additional properties. In the following we deal with 
an opposite problem, namely, the possibility of finding cer­
tain more restricted systems within a given system. For sim­
plicity of exposition we will consider only the free group­
oid <Y,*> with a single generator; however, many of the def­
initions and results may be generalized in an obvious manner 
to any finitely generated free groupoid.
For any z € Y, z ^ y, we know that there exist 
unique z^,Zg € Y such that z = Sz^Zg. Henceforth Zj and z^  
will be referred to, respectively, as the left principal fac­
tor of z, abbreviated LPFz, and the right principal factor of 
z, RPFz. This terminology aids us in defining the following 
additional operations in Y.
Definition 6.1. Let s YxY -— ► Y be the mappings, with
domain YxY and range Y, defined in terms of the mapping * by
* z,z« = *LPFz,RPFz_
(6.1.1) ®  ^  ^  ^  ^ for z ,z 6 Y - (y).
*i*l*2 “ «LPFZgRPFz^
(6.1.2) = y for any z € Y, x € {e,i).
a^z^Zg and be called, respectively, the external
product and internal product of z^  and z^ .
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Several properties of and which are immediate 
consequences of the definition are contained in 
Proposition 6.2. For  ^Y
(i) *e=l=2 = * i V l -
(ii) *x^l*x*2*3  ^ i.e., and
are associative in Y.
(iii) If Zg ^ y then *x*x^l*2*l “ 1^ ^  ^(e,i).
(iv) V l V 2 * 3 - V l - 2  x,we[..lL
*x*w^l*2*3 “ *x=2=3 
Corollary 6.2a. <Y,*^> and <Y,*^>are semigroups.
We will return to explore further the properties 
of and after defining a unary operation in Y called re­
flection, For that purpose let z = ZjZ2°®*Z|^  be an arbi­
trary but fixed element of Y - [y} with, as before, each z^
€ [*,y}. Further let a^  < ag < ... < a^  be such that j =
(k-l)/2 and z ,z , ,,.,z are the j occurrences of * in z.ai a^
Define f,(z), f_(z), , . , , f.(z) in the following manner.I z J
f\(z) is that string obtained from z by interchanging the 
left principal factor and the right principal factor of the 
ith component of z (See Proposition 4.13.), and it will be 
called the ith partial reflection of z. We observe that f^(z)
€ Y for i = 1,2,...,k since the condition imposed by Theorem 
4.3 is preserved by performing the stated operation on z.
Also, clearly, X(f^(z)) = X(z). Each f^ is thus a mapping with 
domain and range each equal to {z : z € Y and X(z) > i}. It 
is now possible to state
Definition 6.3. For each z € Y the reflection of z, denoted
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z**, is defined by
(6.3.1) z^ = y if z = y.
(6.3.2) If X(z) = k > 1, then zT = f^of^o . . . °fj^ _^ (z),
where o denotes composition of mappings.
By induction we have z € Y.
Example 6.4. If z * **y*yyy, then f^(z) = *y*y*yy, fg(z) «= 
***yyyy, f^(z) = z and z^ = *y**yyy.
Since, for each i € f^ is bijective (In fact,
f^ (z) = z for all z in the domain of f^ .^) it follows that
Proposition 6.5. For each z € Y there exists a unique z' € Y
such that (z')^ — z.
It is not, in general, true that f^°fj(z) = fjOf^(z) 
since, for example, f^°fg(**yy**yyy) = **y*yy*yy while 
f^of j^ (**yy**yyy) = **^ *yyy*yy. We can, however, establish the 
following result.
Proposition 6.6. For z € Y, if l(z) *=k> 1, then
fk_l°fk_2° • • • • • • °fk_l(=) =
Proofs By mathematical induction. Since the proposition is 
trivially true for k = 2, suppose that k > 2 and that the 
result is true for l,2,...,k-l. For z € Y having l(z) = k, 
suppose that = LPFz, Z2 = RPFz. If k^ - X(z^) and k  ^= 
X(zg) then = k and we have
k^-l'’fk-2° • • • = fk-l“fk-2° • • •
= ^k-l°^k-2° • • • °*2<**2^P
“ *fl«- • -°fk i(*l)
2 1
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= f l Ç * f •"*fk2_l(z2)]
- fjOf^o .. .Ofk_i(*ZiZ2)
=
- z*'. 0
Corollary 6.6a. For any z € Y, (zf)^ « z.
Corollary 6«6b. For ail z,t € Y, (i) (*zt)^ = *t**z^ ,
(ii) (*gZt)^ « *gt^z^, and (iii) (*^zt)^ = .
Proposition 6.7» If in the free groupoid <Y,*> is defined 
a unary operation ' subject to
(i) y' *= y, and
(ii) (*zt): « *t'z' fpr aj; z,t € Y, 
then z' = z** for all z in Y.
Proof g By induction on l(z). The case for l(z) = 1 is es­
tablished by (i) above. Suppose then that z € Y is such that 
l(z) = k > 1. If z^  = LPFz, Zg — RPFz, then X(z^) < k, ^(zg) 
< k and we have z> = (*ZjZ2)' = *ZgZ^ = SzgZ^ = («z^ z^ )** = z**, 
Definition 6.8. For z € Y, if z** = z, z will be called sym­
metric in Y.
The next proposition is a direct consequence of 
Corollaries 6.7a and b. From it Propositions 6.10 and 6.11 
follow in turn.
Proposition 6.9. For each z in Y, *zz**, *^zz^ and *^zz^ are 
symmetric in Y.
Proposition 6.10. Given z € Y with Zj^ = LPFz, z^ = RPFz, 
z is symmetric if and only if z^ = Zg.
Proposition 6.11. There exists a z in Y with z^ = z and
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X(z) — k if and only if k « 1 or k is even.
If Vj^ is the number of elements in - ( z : z € Y, 
X(z) *■ 2±f z^ - z}j for i 6 J^ j then as a corollary to Theo­
rems 4.16 and 4*17 we have
i— 1
Proposition 6.12. v^ ■ 1 and v^  ^- ^  Vj^ v
k-1
for i > 2.
Although in Chapter IV we defined a (linear) order­
ing in T for the purpose of generating all elements of T with 
length k, this ordering in not compatible with the other 
structure defined in T in a meaningful way. We consider be­
low a partial ordering which satisfies a number of compati­
bility conditions (See Propositions 6.14, 6.15, 6.18, 6.19.). 
Definition 6.13. Let c YxY be the relation in Y satisfying: 
For z,z' € Y, (z,z') € if and only if
(6.13.1) X(z) < X(z«) and
(6.13.2) if z - *i*2****k *lth each z^ 6 (*,y), then z« - 
1^^2* * *^k each z^ € {*) U Y and z^ - * if
and only if z^ —
If (z,z>) € R^ , write z < z‘.
A consequence of Proposition 4.13 is that if
(6.13.2) can be satisfied for a pair z,z* then the expression 
*l*2""*k i* unique. Also we note that if z < z' and 
X(z) - X(z') then z - z*.
Proposition 6.14. For z,z* € Y, if z < z' then z** < (z')**. 
Proof: Since z < z*, LPFz < LPFz' and RPFz < RPFz'. Now
z** - (*LPFzRPFz)** - ♦(RPFz)**(LPFz)*’, and the desired result
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follows by mathematical induction. Q
The observation that z < z* if and only if LPFz < 
LPFz' and RPFz < RPFz' is often, as above, useful in proofs 
by mathematical induction. In addition it enables us to state 
Proposition 6.15» For z^,Z2,Zg,z^ € Y the following condi­
tions are equivalents
(i) Zj < Zg and *3 < 2^
(ii) «z^zg < **2*4
(iii) %ZjZ3 < *^*2*4 *1*1*3 - *1*2*4
Example 6.16. If z » **y*yyy and z' « ***yy**yyy*y**yyy
then z < z' with z^  = *, z^  = *, z^  = *yy, z^ = *, z^  = *yy,
z^  = y, zj =» *y**yyy. However, If z" = **yy*y**yyy, then
z ^ z" .
As an immediate consequence of Definition 6.13
we have
Proposition 6.17* The relation < defines a partial order for 
YI i.e., for all z,z',z" € Y 
(i) z < z,
(ii) if z < z' and z' < z then z = z',
(iii) if z < z' and z'< z" then z < z".
The pair z,z" of Example 6.16 illustrates that < does not 
linearly order Y.
Proposition 6.18. For each z € Y and each successor z^ of z,
z < z • Furthermore, if z < z' in Y with z' any successor of S ' — s
z' then z < z^ . Finally, if z < z' and if z^ is any successor
of z, there exists a successor z' of z' such that z < zj
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Proof; The first two assertions are direct consequences of 
Definition 6.13. The remaining statement will be proved by 
mathematical induction on X(z). If X.(z) = 1, then z = y and
the unique successor, *yy, of z precedes the successor of any
element z* of Y, z' ^ y. Suppose then that z and z' are such 
that z<z', X(z) = k > 1 and that the proposition is true 
for all pairs z, z> such that X(z) < k. Let ^ LPFz, z^  = 
RPFz, z^  = LPFz' and z^  = RPFz'. Now z^  < z|, z^ < z^  and, 
by the induction hypothesis, if z^  ^ and Zg ^ are any suc­
cessors of Zj^ and Zg, respectively, there exist successors
^ l U ’ *2). *2 =l,s - ^x!s> =2,s 1
The desired conslusion follows from the definition of succes­
sor. Q
If z' € Y is a successor of z in Y let us say that 
z' may be obtained from z by an expansion of z. More pre­
cisely, if z = z^Zg.'.z^ with Zj= y for j € {l,2,...,k], and 
if m = N(j,y,z) then the successor z' = z^°.*Zj ^*yZjZj^^*..z^ 
of z will be called the mth expansion of z and denoted E^(z).
This aids us in stating
Proposition 6.19. For any z, z' € Y, z < z' if and only if 
z'~may~be obtained from z by X(z') - X(z) consecutive ex­
pansions, i.e., if and only if whenever p = X(z') - X(z) 
there exist m^ € £ 1,2,..,,X(z)+i-l} such that z' *= o...
°E (z)OE (z).
®2 1
Proof; When the stated condition holds, the fact that z < z' 
follows from Proposition 6.18 and the transitivity of <, by
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mathematical induction.
Conversely, suppose z < z'. If l(z') - X(z) = 1 
then condition (6.13*2) implies that z* is a successor of z. 
Let z and z' be such that l(z') - l(z) = k > 1 and suppose 
the proposition bo be true for all z, z' with 0 < X(z') - X(z) 
< k. If z = y then, since every z' ^ y has a predecessor in 
Y, there exists a sequence z',Z2,..*,z^ ^,y such that each, 
after the first, is a predecessor of the preceding, estab­
lishing the proposition in this case. If X(z) > 1 then LPFz 
and RPFz are defined with LPFz' and RPFz' obtainable from 
them by successive expansions. Appropriate changes in the 
subscripts yields a corresponding expansion for s = *LPFzRPFz 
which yields z'. Q
Proposition 6.20. Every pair z,z' € Y has an infimum, 
inf(z,z'), and a supremum, sup(z,z'), in Y.
Proof % If z = y then inf(z,z') = y and sup(z,z') = z' for 
any z' 6 Y with a similar result if z' = y. Thus the propo­
sition is true if X(z) — 1 or X(z') = 1 and this establishes 
a basis for a proof by mathematical induction on X(z) + X(z'). 
Suppose that z ^ y and z* y are such that X(z) +X(z') = k 
> 3 and that infima and suprema exist for all pairs of ele­
ments of Y the sum of whose lengths is less than k. By the 
induction hypothesis inf(LPFz,LPFz'), inf(RPFz,RPFz'), 
sup(LPFz,LPFz') and sup(RPFz,RPFz') all exist in Y. Denoting 
these elements, repsectively, by r^ , r^ , t^ and tg, consider 
r = *r^r2 and t = *tj^ t2* Since r < z if and only if r^  <
LPFz and r2 < RPFz, and z < t if and only if LPFz < t^  and
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RPFz < tg, we have that r = inf(z,z') and t = sup(z,z'). Q
Theorem 6.21. <Y,<> is a distributive lattice.
ProofÎ Since <Y,<> is a lattice if and only if Y is par­
tially ordered by < and for each pair z,z* € Y, inf(z,z')
and sup(z,z') exist in Y, from Propositions 6.17 and 6.20 we 
conclude that this is true. To prove that the lattice is 
distributive, i.e., that for z,z',z" in Y the formulas 
inf(z,sup(z*,z")) = sup(inf(z,z'),inf(z,z")) 
sup(z,inf(z>,z")) = inf(sup(z,z*),sup(z,z")) 
hold, we make use of the following result, found in [12].
A lattice is distributive if and only if it 
does not contain a sublattice isomorphic to either 
of the 5-element lattices of Figure 6.1,
3
(a)
2
(b)
Figure 6.1.
A sublattice isomorphic to the figure shown above 
in (a) cannot occur in Y for if z^,..«,Zg are the elements 
of Y corresponding to the points labelled 1,.,.,5 and if 
l(z^) » k then, since z^  and Zg are successors of z^ , z^ is 
a successor of Zg* and z^ is a successor of z^  and z^ , we have 
l(z^) — k+2 and l(zg) = k+3 which is, of course, impossible.
Similarly, if z^,...,Zg are the elements of Y 
corresponding to the points labelled 1,...,5 in Figure 6.1(b)
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then Zg, Zg and z^ are successors of z^  while z^ is a suc­
cessor of Zg, Zg and z^ . Thus if z^  — *ll*12****ln *^^h each
z^ j € [*,y), then there exist n^,ng>n^ 6 (2,3;o..,n}, all dif- 
ferent, .uch that - y and • •
•z^^ for i = 1,2,3. It is clearly impossible to transform
Zg, Zg and z^ into the same element z^ of Y by performing a 
single expansion on each. Thus <Y,<> contains no sublattice 
isomorphic to the figure in (b) and is distributive. Q
We now turn to consideration of a different type 
of structure within Y. Suppose z = z^Zg»*«z^ and t are each
elements of Y with each z. € {*,y}• Choose p € {l,2,,..,k}
1 2such that N(p,y,z) = 1» Define operations * and * in Y by
1 2 * zt *= * * **p_i^*p+i* * and * zt = *yz^*««z^ t^. Al­
ternately, *^zt = *z^y, where z^ is the result of substituting
2
t for the initial y in z, and ♦ zt = *yz^, where z^ is the re­
sult of substituting t for the final y in z. Since the con­
dition of Theorem 4#3 is preserved by these operations their 
images, are indeed elements of Y.
If
For each k € let y denote that element of Y
consisting of k-1 s followed by k y's, and let denote
the element of Y consisting of k-1 repetitions of *y followed
by a final y. If we define Y. = U {ÿ^ } and Y- = U it
 ^ k-1  ^ k=l ^
follows that
Proposition 6.22. The operation is commutative and as­
sociative in Y^, i — 1,2.
With the notions of freeness and generators de-
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fined for semigroups in a manner analogous to that for group- 
oids, we have
1 2Corollary 6.22a. <Y^,* > and <^ 2 »* > are commutative semi­
groups, each freely generated by y.
Proposition 6.23. and Yg are each totally well-ordered 
by <•
Proof; For each positive integer k there exists a unique
element z. of Y j Ç (1,2), such that X(z.) = k. The total 
J J J
well-ordering of Yj follows from that of since, for z,z*
€ Yj, z < z’ if and only if X(z) < x(z'). Q 
Proposition 6.24. Y^ * (zT; z € Yg}, Yg « [zT; z g ,
Proof; By induction on X(z). Q
The subsets Y^ and Yg are also significant for the 
operations and as the following proposition indicates. 
Proposition 6.25. For each j € (1,2) and each x € (e,i) the 
system <Y^,*^>is a semigroup, a subsemigroup of <Y,*^>.
Proof: The conclusion follows readily from the observation
that, for *11,*12 € " 1^)' *e*ll*12 “ *11 V l l * 1 2  ’
*12 *21'*22 G ?2 - (y)' *e*21*22 “ *22 *i*21*22
-  * 2 1 '  D
After presenting, in Chapter VII, several examples 
of finitely generated free groupoids we will return, in Chap­
ter VIII, to illustrate these internal structures with an 
example.
CHAPTER VII 
EXAMPLES
By virtue of Proposition 3.1, an operation can be 
defined on any countably infinite set in such a way that the 
set together with the operation is a free groupoid with any 
chosen element of the set as generator. The primary purpose 
of this chapter is to show that, for the examples of Chapter 
II, there exists a "natural" operation for which the set be­
comes a free groupoid with the so-called "simplest" element 
of the collection as generator and such that the elements of 
length k are exactly those enumerated by the formula 
k € J^ . Some examples of successors also are given> To 
avoid at least some of the tedium, later examples are abbrev­
iated and proofs are omitted. The chapter concludes with 
examples of free groupoids with more than one generator.
DIAGONALIZATIONS OF POLYGONS 
For k > 3 let dj^ be a convex polygon with n vertices 
labelled, in clockwise order, using the natural numbers 1,2, 
...,n, starting with an arbitrary but fixed vertex. Let be 
the set of distinct plane figures obtainable from d^ by divid­
ing it into n-2 triangles by the insertion of n-3 (non-inter­
secting) diagonals. (Two triangulations of d^ will be consid­
ered distinct if there does not exist an orientation-preserv­
ing homeomorphism of the plane which maps one onto the other 
in such a manner that the vertices labelled 1 correspond.)
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Let Dg be the set containing the labelled segment 1# -#2.
Form D "jy2^i' can define a mapping *g: DxD — ► D in the
following way:
Choose a,b € D and suppose that tb@ labels of a 
are 1,2,...,j and those 0|f b are l,2,...,k. Form a plane 
figure o' by superimposing vertex 1 of b on vertex j of a in 
such a manner that (i) the two figures a and b enclose no com­
mon area and their boundaries have only the named vertices in 
common and (ii) vertex k of b may be connected to vertex 1 
of a by a straight line segment which does not intersect 
either a or b except at the named vertices. Insertion in 
c’ of the segment described in (ii) and relabelling of the 
vertices which originally belonged to b by the replacement 
i < ' j + (i-1) yields an element c of D. Define the image 
under of the ordered pair (a,b) as cj symbolically, we 
write *gab = c or, when convenient, a b = c.
For example, we have
S - A. ■
Figure 7.1.
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Proposition 7.1. <D,*jj> is a free groupoid with generator
1# #2.
Proof; What we must show is that for every x € D - {•-- 1}
there exist unique x^fXg € D such that x = x^Xg. Suppose
then that x € D and that the vertices of x are labelled 1,2,
...,n (n > 3). Let j, 1 < j < n, be the third vertex of that
triangle whose other two vertices are 1 and n. Let x^ be the
figure obtained from x by the deletion of the vertices j+1, 
...,m and all segments incident to these vertices. Clearly 
x^ € D. Similarly let Xg be the figure obtained from x by 
the deletion of the vertices 1,2,...,j+1 and by relabelling 
the remaining vertices by the replacement i <— • i-j+1. We 
also have Xg € D and from the definition of it follows 
that *0*1*2 “ *« The uniqueness of x^ and Xg follows from the
uniqueness of the orientation of x and the uniqueness of the
vertex labelled 1 in x. Q
If we define 1^ ; D -- > by setting Xq (x ) equal to
1 plus the number of triangles in x (See Figure 6.2) then 
Xjj(l« *2) as 1 and if x = *0*1^2 follows from the defi­
nition of *jj that Xg(x) = Xjj(xj) + XjjCxj)» (Alternately,
Xjj(x) = n if and only if x € ®n+l*^ ^ consequence of
Theorem 4.16 we have
Corollary 7.1a. The number of distinct ways of dividing a
convex polygon of n sides into n-2 triangles by the insertion
of n-3 (non-intersecting) diagonals is % ^ ( )2 ^  n—1.A:If we select / \ as the successor of 1# -•2»3  ^ ^
then we can define the successors of any x in D with X(x) > 1
Figure 7.2.
by: X* is a successor of x in D if and only if x* can be
obtained from x by (i) choosing any edge e of x vith labels 
i and i+1, 1 < i < lg(x) + 1, (ii) constructing a triangle 
with base e exterior to x, and (iii) labelling the new ver­
tex i+1 and relabelling all vertices numbered i+l,i+2,..., 
X(x)+1 by the replacement j <—  j+1. Clearly each x € D 
has Xjj(x) successors and each x ^ 1» #2 is a successor.
The successors of
i
in D are
Figure 7.3.
Corollary 7.2b. If x € D has Xjj(x) > 1 then x' is a successor 
of X = *QX^Xg if and only if x’ = *d^I*2 some successor x^  
of Xj or X' « for some successor x^ of x^ .
Proof; Both the necessity and the sufficiency are direct 
consequences of the definitions of successor in D and the 
mapping 0
BALLOT SEQUENCES
Given n+1 copies of the letter p and n copies of
the letter q, let B be the collection of concatenations ofn
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these 2n+l letters possessing the property that, moving
along each string from left to right the number of p's
passed over is always greater than the number of q's. Form 
po
B and define a mapping *g: BxB ■ ■■> B in the following
way. If r,s € B, then *grs = rsq; i.e., the image of the or­
dered pair (r,s) under is the string of p's and q's ob­
tained by concatenating the symbols of r, the symbols of s 
and the single symbol q, in that order. Clearly *gTS € B 
and, in fact.
Proposition 7.2. <B,*g> is a free groupoid with generator p.
In this and succeeding examples the straightfor­
ward proofs of the propositions will be omitted since, as in 
the preceding example, they are indeed direct consequences 
of the definitions.
If for X € B we define X,g(x) to be the number of
occurrences of p in x (i.e., Xg(x) = n if and only if x €
B^_^) then Xgj B — ► satisfies Xg(p) = 1 and Xg(x) =
Xb^^I^ + Xb(*2^ whenever x = *3*^*2  ^ may thus apply
Theorem 4ol6 to obtain
Corollary 7.2a. The number of elements of B^ is f
n = 0,1,2,... .
Choose ppq as the successor of p in B and, in gen­
eral, for X € B, call x' a successor of x if and only if x' 
may be obtained from x by replacement of some p in x by ppq.
It is seen that each x in B has Xg(x) successors and if x ^ p
then X is a successor of some element. Furthermore
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Corollary 7.2b. If x € B has Xg(x) > 1 then x' is a succes­
sor of X = &nd only if x' •= *gX^Xg for some suc­
cessor x^ of Xj or x' = *3*1^2 ®°“® successor x^ of Xg.
SEQUENCES OF CONSECUTIVE INTEGERS 
For each positive integer k let S^ denote the col­
lection of sequences of consecutive positive integers which 
begin and end with 1 and which have length 2k-1. Set S =
oe
kWl®k* x:an define a mapping *g: SxS — ► S in the follow­
ing way. If a,b € S then *gab is the sequence formed by add­
ing 1 to each member of a and then prefixing the resulting 
sequence with 1 and following this result by the elements of 
b, in their given order. We see that *gab is indeed an ele­
ment of S and it follows in a straightforward manner that 
Proposition 7.3. <S,*g> is a free groupoid generated by the
sequence [1].
Defining Xg: S — ^  by Xg(x) = k if and only if
X € the usual properties of length follow, and we can
also deduce
Corollary 7.3a. The number of elements of is 
k 6 J_^.
The successor of [1] is [1,2,1] and if x = [x^,..., 
^2k-1  ^  ^ k > 2 then any sequence of the form x' = [x^,...,
x^,x^+l,x^,x^^j, ... ,X2jj_j] is a successor of x if and only 
if either i = 2k-l or x^ = ^ i+l"^  1 « The often repeated prop­
erties of successors hold here as well.
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INCREASING SEQUENCES OF INTEGERS 
For each positive integer k let denote the col­
lection of sequences [a^,...,a^] of k positive integers sat­
isfying a^ = 1 and a^ < 2(j-l) for j = 2,...,k; form F =
oo
U F.. Define a mapping PxF --> F in the following
i=l ^
manner. For a,b € F, *pab = [r,s] where r is such that [r]
= a and s = bj+(2k-l) ,b2+(2k-l),...,bj+(2k-l) if and only if 
b = [bj,b2,.««,bj] and k is the length of a. It is easily 
seen that *pab € F and, in fact,
Froposition 7.4. <F,*p>is a free groupoid generated by [1].
The statement Xp(x) = k if and only if x € F^ de­
fines a mapping Xp: P --> which obeys the previously stated
properties of length. Using Xp we can show that the number of 
elements in P^ is for each positive integer k.
The element x* of P is said to be a successor of 
X = [xj,...,x^] € F if and only if there exists an i 6 [1,2, 
...,n} and a positive integer q such that [x^ ,^... ,x^ ,q,x^ ^^ j, 
,..,x^] = X*. For example, the unique successor of [l] is 
[1,2] and the three successors of [1,2,4] are [1,2,3,4],
[1,2,4,5] and [1,2,4,6]. The familiar results iaay again be 
stated. In addition it may be shown that if F: P Y is
the mapping defined following Proposition 4.24 then, for a €
P, F(Sg) « where and Sp^^^ are the sets of successors
of a and F(a) in F and Y respectively.
INSERTING CHORDS IN CIRCLES 
For n > 0 let c^ be a circle with 2n distinguished
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points on it labelled, in clockwise order, using the natural 
numbers l,2,...,2n, starting the labelling with an arbitrary 
but fixed distinguished point. Let be the set of distinct 
plane figures obtainable from c^ by connecting the 2n points 
in pairs by non-intersecting chords. (Two such figures will 
be considered distinct if there does not exist an orienta­
tion-preserving homeomorphism of the plane which maps one
onto the other in such a manner that the points labelled 1
a»
correspond.) Form C = U C and define a mapping CxC
n=0 “ ^
 > C in the following way:
Let a,b € C where a has 2i distinguished points 
and b has 2j distinguished points. Consider the circle 
^2i+2j+2 21+2J+2 distinguished points. Join points
labelled 1 and 2i+2 by a chord. For k^,kg € {2,..,2i+l}, 
join points labelled kj^ and k^ by a chord in ^ 2±+2j+2
only if the points k^-1 and kg-l were joined by a chord in a.
For n^fOg € {2i+3,2i+4,..,,2i+2j+2) join points labelled n^  
and n^ by a chord in 2^x+2j-^ -2 only if the points la­
belled n^-2i-2 and n2~2i-2 were connected by a chord in b.
This procedure yields an element of C which we define to be 
the image of (a,b) under and denote by *_ab.
Proposition 7.5. <C,*^>is a free groupoid generated by I /,
the circle with no distinguished points.
If for X € C we define X.^ (x) to be 1 plus the num­
ber of chords in x (i.e., X^(x) = n+1 if and only if x € C )^
1 2nwe may again deduce the combinatorial formula ^ ^(  ^  ) for 
the number of elements in C^, n = 0,1,2,... .
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The successor of in C is and for x in
C such that Xg(x) = k > 1 a successor of x is any element of 
C obtainable by one of the following procedures:
(i) by adding a pair of distinguished points to the
circumference of x between the points labelled 1 
and 2k-2, labelling these 2k-1 and 2k in clock­
wise order and connecting them by a chord;
(ii) if i and j are the labels for some chord, i < j,
then by adding a distinguished point to the cir­
cumference of X between i and i+1 and another, 
in a clockwise direction from the first, between 
j and j-1, by connecting these by a chord and then 
by relabelling, preserving the vertex labelled 1 
and maintaining the clockwise order.
The usual results for successors hold.
RHYME SCHEMES 
For each positive integer k, let R^ be the collec­
tion of all planar rhyme schemes for stanzas of k lines, and
oa
let Rq contain the single element {0}. Form R = R.. We may
i=0
define a mapping RxR >R in this manner: For a,b € R
if a € Rq, b € Rq, then *gab = {{I}];
if a € Rg and b is a partition of {1,2,...,j), then
♦j^ ab « {{1}} U c where c is the partition of {2,. 
..,j+l) obtadLnsd by replacing each element x of 
an element of b by x+1;
if b € Rq sod a is a partition of {1,2,...,i], then
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*^ab is the partition of [l,2,...,i+l} obtained 
by inserting i+1 in that element of a containing 1; 
if a is a partition of (1,2,...,i] and b is a par­
tition of (1,2, then is the partition
* ^
of (1,2,...,i+j+l} obtained by taking a' U b' 
where a' is the partition of (1,2,...,i+l} ob­
tained by inserting i+1 in that element of a which 
contains 1 and b' is that partition of (i+2,...i+j) 
formed by adding i+1 to each element of an element 
of b.
As before, we have
Proposition 7.6. <R,*^>is a free groupoid generated by Rq .
If X. (x) = k whenever x € Rj^ then satisfies 
the familiar properties of a length mapping and Theorem 4«l6 
again enables us to conclude that the number of elements of 
R^ J is each positive integer k.
As is necessary, the successor of {0} is ({1}}« 
However, for x € with k > 0 it is easier to describe the k+1 
successors of x in terms of the Puttenham diagram. These suc­
cessors are rhyme schemes whose diagrams are obtainable from 
that of X by the following procedure:
(i) insert a new line before line 1, after line k or
between lines i and i+1 for some i € (l,2,...,k-l);
(ii) if the line following the new line is the first line 
in a rhyming set, enlarge the rhyming set to contain 
the new line —  otherwise leave the new line unrhymed;
(iii) renumber the k+1 lines to include the new line.
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PLANTED FLANE TREES 
For each positive integer n, let T^ be the col­
lection of non-map-isonoz^phic planted plane trees having n+1
vertices (n besides the root) and form T = (J T . Let us
n=l B
call the edge incident to the root vertex the root edge. We
may then define a mapping TxT  > T in the following man­
ner. For r,8 € T, *^rs is that element of T whose-root is the
root of r and which is obtained by identifying the root vertex
of 8 with the non-root vertex of the root edge of r and posi­
tioning r and s in the plane in a manner such that (i) no edges 
of r and s intersect except at the named vertex and (ii) the 
root edge of s lies in a counterclockwise direction from the
root edge of r. If we denote the root vertex by a hollow dot
and other vertices by solid dots, then we may state 
Proposition 7.7. <T,*,p> is a free groupoid, generated by
For t € T, l,j,(t) may be defined as the number of 
non-root vertices or, equivalently, as the number of edges in 
t, and we have once again that the number of elements of T with 
k+1 vertices is k € J^ « A successor of t in T
is any tree obtained from t by attaching an additional edge e 
to any vertex v in a position such that if the new edge is 
rotated in the plane in a counterclockwise direction about v, 
no other edge is encountered before the edge which leads to
the root (See Figure 7*4*)« The usual results for successors
may be stated.
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The six successors of \ in T are
Figure 7-4.
PLANTED TRIVALENT PLANE TREES
For each natural number n, let W be the collec-n
tion of all non-map-isomorphic planted trivalent plane trees
in which there are n non-root vertices of degree 1. Form 
ao
W = U. W and define a mapping WxW — W in the following n=l ** **
way: for r,s € W, *^rs is that element of W obtained by iden­
tifying the root vertex of r with the root vertex of a and 
positioning r and s in the plane in a manner such that (i) no 
edges of r and s intersect except at the point of identifica­
tion and (ii) the root edge of s lies in a counterclockwise 
direction from the root edge of r, and then by joining a third 
edge at the common point, in a counterclockwise direction from 
the root edge of s, its free end being designated as the root 
of the new tree. (See Figure 8.1 for an example.).
Proposition 7.8. < W,*^> is a free groupoid, generated by
If l^(t) is defined as the number of non-root ver­
tices of t € W which have degree 1, then satisfies the ex­
pected properties of length and we conclude again that the
1 2k—2number of elements in is j^( ) for each natural number k.
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A successor of t in W is any planted trivalent plane 
tree obtainable from t by attaching two edges at some terminal 
(non-root) vertex of t. Each element of clearly has n suc­
cessors and the other results for successors follow directly.
COMPLETE INSTANTANEOUS BINARY CODES
For each integer k > 1, let be the collection
of distinct sets of code words for all complete instantaneous
binary codes having k words. Let F  ^contain the empty set of
oo
code words and form F = U F. . We can define a mapping
k=l ^
FxF -■■■> F as follows: for a,b € F-F^, *pSb is the union of
the set of code words obtained by prefixing 0 to each element 
of a and 1 to each element of b. If a ÇF^ then *pab = {0} U b' 
where b' is the set of code words obtained by prefixing 1 to 
each element of b. Similarly, if b € F^ , *pab = a' IJ {1} where 
a' is the result of prefixing 0 to each element of a. Thus, 
for a,b € F^ ,^ *pab = {0,1} and is the smallest non-empty set 
of code words.
Proposition 7.9» <F,*p>is a free groupoid, generated by F^ .
For a code c in F, if Lp: F --» is defined by
Xp(c) — k if and only if c € F^ , then Xp satisfies the usual 
properties of length and the number of codes in F having k 
words is ^ k = 2,3,... .
The set {0,1} of code words is the necessary suc­
cessor of the empty code and for a code c in F having Xp(c)
> 1, c' is a successor of c in F if and only if all but two 
of the Xp(c) + 1 code words of c' are code words of c and if
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these other words are obtainable from the remaining word of c 
by suffixing it with 0 and 1, respectively. The often repeated 
results for successors follow as expected.
FREE GROUPOIDS HAVING MORE THAN ONE GENERATOR
Several of the preceding examples may meaningfully 
be generalized to free groupoids having more than one gen­
erator. For example, suppose Q and T*' is
the set of all n-labelled planted plane trees having two or 
more vertices where, for t and t' in T*', t ^ t' if and only 
if either t and t' are non-map-isomorphic or they are map-iso­
morphic with some pair of corresponding edges labelled differ­
ently. Define : T^xT* --> T“ in the following manner (as
was defined earlier). For r,s € T^ , *^nrs is that element 
of T“ whose root is the root of r and which is obtained by 
identifying the root vertex of s with the noo-root vertex of 
the root edge of r and positioning r and s in the plane in a 
manner such that (i) no edges of r and s intersect except at 
the named vertex and (ii) the root edge of s lies in a counter­
clockwise directioh from the root edge of r (See Figure 7.5.).
Jr
s
Figure 7.5.
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Proposition 7.10. is a free groupoid, freely gener­
ated by Q,
With X^n(t) as the number of non-root vertices of 
t € T, we Have
Corollary 7.10a. The number of elements t of having 
“ k is
CHAPTER VIII
STRUCTURE WITHIN THE GROUPOID OF PLANTED TRIVALENT PLANE TREES
Using the free groupoid <W,*^> whose element set 
contains all planted trivalent plane trees havi% two or more 
vertices of degree one, we can rather easily illustrate the 
operations and relations of Chapter VI« For convenience we 
will use the same symbols for the operations and relations in 
W as for their counterparts in Y introduced in the earlier 
chapter.
Figure 8.1 illustrates the operations
and for selected members of W.
Figure 8.1.
The ordering defined in Y may be interpreted in W 
by saying that for T,T' € W, T < T' if and only if T = T’ or 
if T may be obtained from T* by a finite number of applications
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of the following "pruning" process. If e^  and e^  are edges 
of T' which meet at vertex v and which each have an end which 
is a vertex of degree 1, then the removal of (e^U«2  ^- (v) 
from T' is called a pruning of T'. Figure 8.2 illustrates 
this ordering by indicating inf(T,T') and sup(T,T') for a 
pair T,T' of W.
nf(T,r)
Figure 8.2
For T € W, call an edge e the first terminal edge of 
T if one of the ends of e is the first terminal vertex of T en­
countered by moving in a clockwise direction around starting 
at the root. An edge f of T is the last terminal edge of T 
if one of the ends of f is the first terminal vertex of T en­
countered by moving in a counterclockwise direction around T, 
again starting at the root. From € W we may obtain
*^^1^2 follows:
(*^-l) Identify the root edge of Tg with the first terminal 
edge of forming a new element T* of W.
(*^-2) Attach to the root of T' two new edges, designating 
the free end of the one which lies in a clockwise
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direction from the other as the new root. The 
resulting tree is
To obtain *^TjT2:
2
(* -1) Identify the root edge of T2 with the last terminal 
edge of T^, forming a new element T" of W.
(* -2) Attach to the root of T" two new edges, designating 
the free end of the one which lies in a counter­
clockwise direction from the other as the new root.
2
The resulting tree is * ^1*^2*
Figure 8.3 gives examples of the application of these operations,
* T. T
Y.
Figure 8.3.
For a vertex v of degree 3 in T € W let e ., e ,V , 1 V,z
and e . be the edges meeting at v, labelled in a clockwise
V, J
direction around v, starting with the edge nearest the root 
of T. If and *2 the subsets of W corresponding to 
and T2 of Chapter VI, then the elements of and W2 may be 
described thus:
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T € Wj if and only if, for each vertex v of degree
3 in T, e . is a terminal edge;
V, J
T € Wg if and only if, for each vertex v of degree
3 in T, e  ^is a terminal edge.
Elements of and Wg together with examples of the opera-
in and W ,^ respectively, are found intions and
Figure 8.4.
T„ 6 W. 1 ,1 6 W,
T„£W, W;
Figure 8.4.
CHAPTER IX
EQUIVALENCE AMD ENUMERATIONS
The purpose of this chapter is to show that, for 
each of the examples in Chapter VII, it is possible to define 
reasonably natural notions of equivalence in such a manner 
that the enumeration of equivalence classes is different in all 
cases. If we denote by D, B,..., W and P the collections of 
equivalence classes obtained by partitioning D, B,..., F using
Definitions 9*1 - 9*9 below, then an operation can be de­
fined in X, for each X € { D , B , b y
*^iB= *^ab for i,E Ç X 
such that no two of the groupoids so obtained are isomorphic. 
Definition 9.1. If a,b € D then a is equivalent to b if and
only if b can be obtained from a by a cyclic permutation of
the labels of the vertices of a.
Definition 9*2. For a,b € B, a is equivalent to B if and only
if a and b are identical strings of symbols.
Definition 9*3. If a,b € S then a is equivalent to b if and
only if there exists a permutation of the elements of a which
yields b.
Definition 9«4» For elements a and b of P, a is equivalent 
to b if and only if the sum of the integers composing a is 
equal to the sum of those composing b.
Definition 9.5. For a,b € C, a is equivalent to b if and 
only if there exists a homeomor phism of the plane which maps
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a onto b.
Definition 9*6. For elements a and b of R, a is equivalent to 
b if and only if there exists a natural number n such that both 
a and b are partitions of (1,2,...,n) and if there exists a 
permutation 0 of the integers l,2,...,n such that replacement 
of each element x of an element of a by 0(x) yields b. 
Definition 9.7. If a,b € T then a is equivalent to b if and 
only if there exists a one-to-one mapping of the vertices of a 
onto the vertices of b which preserves the degree of each ver­
tex, preserves adjacencies, and preserves the root.
Definition 9.8. For a,b € W, a is equivalent to b if and only 
if there exists a one-to-one mapping of the vertices of a onto 
the vertices of b which preserves the degree of each vertex, 
preserves adjacencies, and preserves the root (Compare Defin­
ition 9.7.).
Definition 9.9. If a,b € F then a is equivalent to b if and 
only if b can be obtained from a by interchanging the binary 
digits (i.e., replacing 1 by 0 and 0 by 1) in each code word 
of a.
In Figures 9.1 - 9.9 the 5 elements of length 4 
are given for D, B,..., and F and the equivalence classes 
determined by the above definitions are indicated. Although 
this information is insufficient to distinguish differences 
among all the classes, the diagrams also serve to illustrate 
the various notions of equivalence.
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The 5 elements of Dg, partitioned into 1 equivalence class:
Figure 9*1.
The elements of partitioned into 5 classes:
{ppppqqq} (pppqpqq) (pppqqpq) Cppqppqq} Cppqpqpq}
Figure 9.2.
The elements of S^ , partitioned into 4 classes:
{[1,2,3,4,3,2 ,1]} {[1,2,3,2,3,2,1]} {[1,2,1,2,1,2,1]}
{[1,2,1,2,3,2,1], [1,2,3,2,1,2,1]}
Figure 9.3.
The elements of P^ , partitioned into 4 classes:
{[1,2,3,4]} [[1,2,3,5]} {[1,2,3,6], [1,2,4,5]} {[1,2,4,6]}
Figure 9.4.
The elements of C ,^ partitioned into 2 classes: 
J I
Figure 9.5.
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The elements of partitioned into 3 classes:
Figure 9.6.
The elements of T ,^ partitioned into 4 classes:
Figure 9.7
The elements of partitioned into 2 classes:
Figure 9.8.
The elements of F^ , partitioned into 3 classes:
fOOO')
OOlL
i T j
r 0 ^
10 
110 
U i i J
Figure 9.9.
To distinguish among those groupoids for which the 
elements of length four are divided into the same number of 
classes, we mention the following:
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(i) The 14 elements of Sg, and Tg &re partitioned 
into 8, 7 and 9 classes, respectively.
(ii) For C and W the elements of lengths 1,2,...,8 all
are partitioned into the same number of equivalence 
classes. However the 5720 elements of length 9 in C 
are partitioned into 47 classes while the correspond­
ing elements in W are partitioned into 46 classes,
(iii) The 14 elements of are partitioned into 5 classes 
while the 14 elements of are partitioned into 
7 classes.
To complete our investigation of these examples, we 
will enumerate the equivalence classes in each case. Because 
these results are not directly related to the central theme of 
this paper only the conclusions are stated, proofs being omit­
ted. For the results not this author's, however, references 
to the literature are given.
For X € £D,B,S,...,F} let denote the number of 
equivalence classes into which the elements of length k in X 
are divided.
Proposition 9.10 (Brown,T5l). ^  0(s)D^ k > 3,
s|k
where 0 in the Euler function (i.e., 0(s) is the number of 
positive integers which are less than or equal to s and are 
relatively prime to s) and = 0 except for the following:
“i,k -
“2,2p- p > Z
_ (2p-l)I
"3,3p (p-lJUp-DI*
For example, we have dg = d^ = = 1, d^ = 4.
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Since the equivalence relation defined on B is 
identity, there is no additional enumeration problem for B.
The following result for S may be proved by mathe­
matical induction.
— — k*2Proposition 9.11. s^ = 1 and s^ = 2 for k = 2,3,4,... .
It is not difficult to show that if q is a natural
number satisfying k(k+l)/2 < q < k -k+1 then there exists
an element r = [r, ,...,r.] € such that > r. = q. Prom
i=l 1
this it follows that
Proposition 9.12. Pj^ = (l/2)k? - (3/2)k + 2 for k = 1 2,,,, .
With each element c of we can associate a tree in
the following manner: place a vertex in each of the k+1 regions
of c and join two vertices v^ and v^ by a line segment if and 
only if the regions containing v  ^and Vg have a boundary chord 
in common. If we consider trees tj^ and tg distinct if and only 
if there does not exist a one-to-one mapping of the vertices of 
t^ onto the vertices of t2 which preserves the degree of each 
vertex and preserves adjacencies, then it is readily seen that 
c and c' belong to different elements of if and only if they 
correspond to distinct trees. These trees were first enumerated 
by Cayley [11], and Otter [29] has shown that the number of 
trees with n vertices is the coefficient of x^ in c(x) — r(x) 
-^r^(x) + ^r(x^) where r(x) ■ ^  r^ x"^ , and the r^ are given by 
the formula r(x) » x( l-x)"**l( l-x^)”*’2,,, ,
4 5 6 7 8 9
5 14 42 132 429 1430
2 3 6 11 23 47
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Proposition 9.13. Cj^ is the coefficient of in the pre­
ceding expression for c(x).
For example, we have (from [31]) 
i 1 2 3
c^ 1 1 2
c^ 1 1 1
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the
elements of and ( unordered() partitions of k. Thus we can
state
Proposition 9.14 ([31]. page 117)» r^ = 1 and r^ = r^  ^+
'’n-2 ■ '’n-5 " ^n-7 + *** + ^~^^^~^^n-(3k2-k) + (-l)^'^?n-(3k2+k)
2 2 
+ . . . , using only non-negative subscripts.
For example, we have r 1, r  ^= 2, r^  =3> r^ = 5, r^  =7.
Proposition 9.15. ([31], page 127).
t = y (^1^^1"^)(^2^?2^*) • • . (^n-l‘*'^ n-l“ )^ for n = 2,3,... 
* *1 *^2 *n-l
where the summation is taken over all k^,...,k^  ^such that 
kj^ + 2k^ + . . . + (n-l)k^ _j^  = n-1, and t^  *= 1.
We have, for example, t^ = 1, tg = 1, tj = 2, = 4, t^ = 9,
t  ^= 20, t^  = 48.
Proposition 9.16 ([32],[361). = 1 and for n > 1,
[n/2] _ _
w w with a special modification to be made for s n-s
s=l
any term ^n/2^n/2 ®ven n, viz., w^y2(w^y2+l)/2.
For example, w^ = 1, ^2 * 1, = 1, w^ = 2, w^= 3, w^= 6,
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Wy = 11, Wg = 2 3 ,  Wg = 4 6 .
In F we observe that sets of code words c and o' 
are equivalent if and only if c** = c *, where is the re­
flection of c. This aids us in establishing
Proposition 9.17. For k € = YE *here
1 / k — 2Xfc = 2Ï'k/2"- if k is even and = 0, otherwise.
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